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I.  Program Summary & Learning Objectives

PROGRAM SUMMARY:

This session aims to demystify business development and marketing efforts within the architectural 

and allied industries by sharing strategies with scholars to expand their network, practice effective 

storytelling, and win work. Scholars will hear from a range of design, business development, and 

marketing professionals about building developing personal and organization brands, professional 

relationships, and responding to proposal requests.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

1. Discuss different business strategies employed by design fi rms to win profi table work.

2. Explore the future of business development in a hybrid work environment.

3. Develop hard and soft skills for networking by sharing successful approaches to making 

professional connections.

4. Learn how to strategically build a personal or organizational brand to position your work 

amongst your peers.

5. Understand how mid-career employees can leverage existing marketing systems to approach 

storytelling holistically and thoughtfully.

PROGRAM ABSTRACT:

Business development and marketing are critical components to the success of design fi rms. A 

fi rm is only as successful at fi nding work as it is at telling stories and sharing common values with 

potential clients and partners. Marketting and Buisness Development efforts supports and elevate 

a fi rm’s brand overtime enabling to evolve based on experience, priorities and intent. In the fi rst 

session a group of three panelists will share a broad range of business experience with the scholars 

by sharing a view behind the scenes of client relationships, networking, and proposal development. 

During two separate workshops scholars will directly interact with branding and marketing experts 

to refi ne their tools of communication and build awareness to nurture stories that connect with 

clients and the broader public. Joann Lui will outline the process of overcoming self-doubt to build 

a meaningful personal brand. Karen Robichaud will focus on storytelling to share the “why” behind 

our work as architects and designers. 
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II.  Agenda

AGENDA

11:00 – 12:00  MLK Library Tour (optional)

12:00 – 12:25  Lunch & Reception @ Roof Level

   

12:25 – 12:30  Introduction & Welcome @ Conference Room #401.G

12:30 – 1:50  Buisness Development Roundtable 

   David Haresign

   Pascal Molenat

                                                Sarah Wahlgren Wingo

 

1:50 – 2:00  Break

2:00 – 3: 00  Branding Workshop 

   by Joann Lui

3:00 – 3:15  Break

3:15 – 4:40  Marketting Workshop

   by Karen Robichaud

4:40 - 5:00  Conclusion & Housekeeping

   Scholar, Scholar & the CKLDP Executive Committee 

5:00 – 6:00  Happy Hour @ Dirty Habit, Hotel Monaco Courtyard

                                                (555 8th St NW, Washington DC, 20004)

                                    

Building Relationships Through Storytelling
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Buisness Development Round Table #1:
In this session have people from diverse backgrounds shares their experiences on networking 

strategies, Preparing RFP’s, and Building a strong team. We will start with a brief introduction about 

our speakers followed up with questions from the scholars.

David Haresign, FAIA

dharesign@bonstra.com

https://www.bonstra.com/

David Haresign, FAIA

David  Haresign,  FAIA  is  a  founding  partner  of  Bonstra  | Haresign  ARCHITECTS. David 

is a specialist in large-scale, complex projects, leading project teams and organizations with   

conceptual   clarity, meticulous attention to detail and  a commitment  to  design  excellence.  He  

implements  diverse  project  typologies  with  challenging  entitlements,  large  integrated  teams,  

and  tight  fi scal  constraints.  His integrated project delivery achieves iconic design, technical 

innovation,  restoration  and  repurposing  of  old  fabric  that reinvigorates neighborhoods and 

communities. Committed to  smart  growth  planning  and  preservation,  David  is  a  socially 

responsible architect charting a sustainable future. He  promotes  affordable  housing  as  a  basic  

right  and cornerstone of smart growth -retaining less affl uent residents in  old  neighborhoods  

and  housing  them  in  new  ones.  His projects  are  widely  recognized  with  over  100  national, 

regional and local design awards, and in international and national  publications  including  Urban  

Land,  Residential Architect,  Inform,  Architecture  DC  and  the  Washington  Post.

David engages the public through outreach and pro-bono activism, developing alliances and 

recruiting through leadership  at  the  AIA  and  the  academy,  and  exposing  the results of his 

work through awards, publication, exhibitions, and   presentations. David has recently organized 

and chaired two major, highly successful exhibits at the District Architecture  Center  focusing  on  

architects’ impact on the city –reVISION :: THINKING BIG and reBIRTH :: Washington,DC 50 Years 

after 1968. His outreach extends to boards of related  professional,  academic, cultural  and  

community organizations  where  David  serves  as  a  Trustee,  Director and leader. He mentors 

and inspires young architects with individual  guidance.  David  is  a  sought-after  design  critic, 

and a frequent lecturer and panelist on current architecture and  practice  at  noted  regional  

universities  and  public conferences. He has been elevated to the College of Fellows,one of the 

American Institute of Architects highest individual honors. At the University of Virginia, David 

completed his architecture degree in 1976, and studied graduate planning
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III.  Speakers & Presentations

Buisness Development Round Table #1:

-continued

Pascal Molenat

molenat@otj.com

https://otj.com/

Sarah Wahlgren Wingo, AIA

sarah@wyndesignco.com

https://www.wyndesignco.com/

Pascal Molenat

Pascal is a Senior Principal and the Chief Marketing Offi cer at OTJ Architects. Pascal holds a proven 

record in the development of high-performing solutions that shape the reputation and support the 

growth of fast-paced professional services fi rms in high barrier-to-entry markets. As one of OTJ’s 

fi rm’s Chief Executives, Pascal partners with design and executive leaders as well as marketing and 

business development teams to deliver holistic solutions that have fueled the fi rm’s geographic 

expansion across the continental United States. Pascal’s commitment to the evolution of OTJ’s 

brand has helped cement its position as a premier architectural practice and business partner 

of choice for clients such as PBS, Yelp, as well Booz Allen Hamilton to name a few. In addition, 

Pascal serves as Co-Chair of OTJ’s Diversity Task Force where he supports time-bound, actionable 

initiatives towards greater diversity, equity, and inclusion in our industry and communities. Pascal’s 

professional experience spans the fi elds of publishing, public relations, as well as corporate branding 

and communications. He graduated Summa Cum Laude with a Bachelor’s of Fine Arts from New 

York University.

Sarah Wahlgren Wingo, AIA, LEED AP BD+C, WELL AP

Sarah W. Wingo, AIA is a passionate leadership skills advocate. As Owner + Principal Designer of 

Wyn Design Company, LLC, Sarah practices residential and hospitality interior architecture as well 

as teaches at The Corcoran School at George Washington University, where she has developed a 

Leadership in Design curriculum for Spring 2022. She has been involved with AIA serving in different 

volunteer and leadership capacities since architecture school at Auburn University. Serving as the 

National President of the American Institute of Architecture Students moved her to Washington, 

DC after graduating with a Bachelor of Architecture and Bachelor of Interior Architecture. Sarah 

participated  in  the  CKLDP  class  of  2019,  served  as  the  2021  Chair  of  the  AIA|DC  Emerging 

Architects Committee, and is currently serving as the 2022 Chair of CKLDP.
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Joann Lui, AIA

Joann Lui, AIA, NCARB, is a licensed architect, personal brand strategist, and speaker. Combining 

10 years of experience in architecture and marketing, Joann deeply understands the struggles 

architects go through every day. She’s on a mission to help architects refi ne who they are and make 

their voices heard through the power of personal branding.

With her dedication to community building and mentoring, she founded the Women Architects 

Collective—a community of 3,700+ women building careers they love. She’s currently a Content 

Strategist at Monograph educating architects on business, operations, and marketing to drive 

growth.

Joann has been a speaker and panelist on several occasions at different AIA and CSI local chapters, 

and various Young Architect Series, among other events. She’s been named Top Young Professional 

by Commerical Observer.

She has been featured by architectural publications and podcasts like the Commerical Observer, 

Commercial, Construction & Renovation, Canadian Interiors, Young Architect Podcast, EntreArchitect 

Podcast, and others, regarding her experience in the fi eld of Architecture and her personal branding 

strategy.

Branding Workshop #2
Building an unforgettable personal brand

Strategically building your brand will position you as an authority in your industry. No matter if you 

want to advance in your career, or start your own fi rm, an unforgettable personal brand will generate 

endless opportunities that come to you fi rst. This workshop is designed to help architects and 

designers like you who want to build a brand under your personal name.

Joann Lui, AIA

joann@joannlui.com

https://www.joannlui.com/

III.  Speakers & Presentations

Karen E. Robichaud

An experienced storyteller in the arts and architecture, Karen cultivates a holistic approach to 

strategic communications and leadership development. Serving as a creative leader for award-

winning campaigns and projects, Karen’s approach has been covered in Marketer, Architectural 

Digest, and Connection. An active volunteer and presenter with the AIGA and AIA, Karen worked 

extensively with the AIA Committee on the Environment’s Communications Task Force and as a 

thought leader for the 2016 and 2018 Equity by Design Symposia. Currently, Karen is on the Board 

of Directors for Open Architecture Collaborative and the Strategic Council for Design Museum 

Everywhere.

Marketting Workshop  #3
Story telling in the world of Marketting  

Identifying, framing, and telling stories are critical components of communications and marketing 

for architectural practices. Through case studies and targeted conversations this workshop will 

prepare scholars to leverage existing marketing systems and approach storytelling holistically 

and thoughtfully. Scholars will also be encouraged to refl ect on their professional passion to help 

articulate and identify the “why” behind their work.

Karen E. Robichaud

karen@karenrobichaud.com

karenrobichaud.com
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